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Abstract

the performance of U-Link Scheduling mainly depends on
the algorithm which establishes the co-scheduled sets, since
each task always runs with the same task members once
the co-scheduled sets are established. RR-DUP was proposed in the previous work [3] as such an algorithm. RRDUP, however, does not concern the compatibility among
the tasks, hence there is a possibility that the execution efficiency of each thread degrades due to hardware resource
competition. Secondly, the previous work [3] did not provide the static estimation of the worst-case execution time
(WCET) for U-Link Scheduling. Therefore the schedulability analysis has not been done enough.
The contribution of this paper is to increase the average execution eﬃciency and to provide the schedulability
analysis of U-Link Scheduling. We first describe the execution eﬃciency and static estimation of the execution time.
Then we propose a new algorithm that establishes the coscheduled sets where the average execution eﬃciency can
be increased. Also we present task scheduling and its theorem. In the experiments, we show the advancement of the
extended U-Link Scheduling.

This paper extends U-Link Scheduling to increase the average execution eﬃciency of the system. We first define the
execution eﬃciency. Then we propose a new algorithm that
establishes the co-scheduled sets where the execution eﬃciency can be increased. Also we present the static estimation of the execution time and provide the schedulability
analysis for the extended U-Link Scheduling. In the experiments, we evaluate the advancement of the extended U-Link
Scheduling from the viewpoint of the execution eﬃciency
and real-time processing.

1 Introduction
Recent embedded systems require not only real-time
processing but also high-throughput in the system. However, unlike workstations and personal computers, it is not
straightforward to increase the processor frequency in the
embedded systems, since power consumption and hardware
resources must be concerned. Simultaneous multithreading (SMT) [4] is eﬀective to such a circumstance, which
increases throughput based on not the processor frequency
but the program parallelism. Although SMT processors provide high-throughput with low power consumption and limited hardware resources, they have a disadvantage to realtime processing that the performance of each thread fluctuates due to resource competition among the multiple threads
running simultaneously. As a result, the execution time
of periodic tasks also fluctuates, which degrades the predictability of the system.
U-Link Scheduling [3] has been proposed to realize realtime processing for SMT processors. The objective of ULink Scheduling is to mitigate the fluctuation of the execution time as much as possible. We concern the following
two aspects about U-Link Scheduling in this paper. At first,

2 Framework and Assumption
The SMT processor assumed in this paper has M logical processors (LPs), LP 1 ∼ LP M . There are L types of
the functional units λ 1 ∼ λL such as ALU, FPU and so on.
The number of each unit λ l is expressed by N(λl ). The latency of λl is expressed by D(λ l ). If a processor has four
ALUs, two FPUs, two Branch Units(BU) and one Memory
Access Unit(MAU), there are four types of functional units
then L = 4. Let us assume λ 1 , λ2 , λ3 , λ4 are ALU, FPU, BU,
MAU respectively. Then we acquire N(λ 1 ) = 4, N(λ2 ) = 2,
N(λ3 ) = 2 and N(λ4 ) = 1.
There are N periodic tasks τ 1 ∼ τN in task set τ and their
periods are harmonic. Each task τ i is described by tuple
(Ci , T i , Ii ). Ci is WCET of τi in single-threading execution.
1

T i is a period of τi and is equal to the relative deadline. I i is
a function which inputs a function unit and returns the number of instructions using that function unit. That is to say,
Ii (λl ) means the number of instructions in τ i using function
unit λl . The utilization of τ i in single-threading execution is
defined as U i = CT ii .
The kth co-scheduled set is described by τ k and it owns
N(τk ) of compounds (1 ≤ N(τ k ) ≤ M). The ith compound
 , T  ). T  is a period of τ 
in τk is described by τk,i = (Ck,i
k,i
k,i
k,i
 = min{T |τ ∈ τ }. C  is the estimated execution
and is T k,i
j j
k,i
k,i
time(EET) of τk,i in SMT execution, which is described in
Section 3.1. The axis task in τ k is defined by αk . αk is also
described by τk,a where a is the symbol of the index of α k
in τk . The axis set is denoted by α = {α 1 , α2 , ...}.
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Figure 1. Unit competition ratio
A describes how much the functional unit is competed
at a certain point. B describes how often competition of
A occurs. For example, let us assume there are five com8
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pounds τk,1 ∼ τk,5 and their RIRs are 10
respectively. Also let us assume N(λ l ) = 2 and RIR of τ j
4
that belongs to τk,3 is Rl (τ j ) = 10
. In this case, Equation
(3) calculates recursive processing as depicted in Figure 1.
First, the five tasks compete the two of unit λ l at the rate
1
1
of 10
. Hence A = 52 and B = 10
at first. Then, by the same
token, the four tasks compete the two of λ l at the rate of
1
1
10 . Hence A = 2 and B = 10 . By this recursive processing,
FCR of τk,3 to functional unit λ l is finally F l (τ j ∈ τk,3 ) =
1
1
2
4
( 52 × 10
+ 42 × 10
+ 32 × 10
+ 22 × 0 + 1 × 0) ÷ 10
= 15
8 . Note that
FCR assumes the worst case competition.
The execution eﬃciency of τ j is expressed by Equation
(4), using FCR and the latency of each functional unit.
L
D(λl )

(4)
E(τ j ∈ τk,i ) =   l=1
L
l=1 F l (τ j ) × D(λl )

3.1 Execution Efficiency and Execution Time
We define the execution eﬃciency in this paper. The execution eﬃciency of task τ j which belongs to compound τ k,i
is denoted by E(τ j ∈ τk,i ). In order to acquire the execution
eﬃciency, we define the relative instruction ratio(RIR) and
the functional unit competition ratio(FCR), first of all.
RIR of τ j ∈ τk,i to functional unit λ l is denoted by R l (τ j ∈

τk,i ), which is the value that the ratio of instructions using λ l
in all the instructions of τ j is normalized by the utilization
of axis task αk . Rl (τ j ∈ τk,i ) is acquired by Equation (1).
The summation of RIR of the tasks in compound τ k,i is the
RIR of τk,i , which is described by R l (τk,i ) and acquired by
Equation (2). If the ratio is not normalized by the utilization
of the axis task, the value would be unfair among the tasks
in a co-scheduled set, since the utilization of the normal task
is considered to be that of the axis task.
Uj
I j (λl )
×
L
U
k,a
m=1 I j (λm )

Rl (τ j )
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EET of τ j in SMT execution, C̈ j , is calculated by Equation (5) based on WCET in single-threading execution and
the execution eﬃciency acquired above. Also, the utilization in SMT execution, Ü j is expressed by Equation (6).

(1)
(2)

C̈ j

=

Cj
E(τ j ∈ τk,i )

(5)

FCR of τ j is denoted by F l (τ j ∈ τk,i ), which describes the
ineﬃciency of using functional unit λ l . It satisfies Fl (τ j ∈
τk,i ) ≥ 1 and F l (τ j ∈ τk,i ) = 1 means τ j can fully utilize λl .
FCR is acquired by Equation (3) where τ k is composed of
M compounds and they are assumed to be sorted so that
Rl (τk,1 ) ≤ Rl (τk,2 ) ≤ ... ≤ Rl (τk,M ). Due to the limitation of
space, A and B in Equation (3) are replaced as follows.
M
(A × B)

(3)
Fl (τ j ∈ τk,i ) = m=1
Rl (τ j )


M−m+1
A = max 1,
N(λl )


B = min{Rl (τ j ), Rl (τk,m )} − min{Rl (τ j ), Rl (τk,m−1 )}

Ü j

=

C̈ j
Tj

(6)

Rl (τk,i ) =

τ j ∈τk,i

 and U  , are
EET and the utilization of compound τ k,i , Ck,i
k,i
calculated by Equation (7) and (8) respectively.



=
{Ü j × T k,i
}
(7)
Ck,i
τ j ∈τk,i


Uk,i

=


Ck,i

T k,i

Note that the following equation is satisfied.


Uk,i
=
Ü j
τ j ∈τk,i

2

(8)

(9)

Algorithm UL-FFDE
Input: Task set τ
Output: Co-scheduled set τ and axis set α
Begin
1 : Let umax(τ) = (τi : U i = max{U j |τ j ∈ τ});
2 : Let etest(τk,i , τ j ) = Ē({τk,l |l < i} ∪ {τk,i ∪ τ j )});
 : τ = τ ∪ τ );
3 : Let utest(τk,i , τk, j ) = (U k,i
k
k
k, j
4 : k ← 1;
5 : while τ  ∅
6 : τk,1 ← umax(τ);
7 : αk ← τk,1 ;
8 : τ = τ − umax(τ);
9 : for 2 ≤ i ≤ M
10 :
sort {τ j ∈ τ} by etest(τk,i , τ j ) ≥ etest(τk,i , τ j+1 );
11 :
for each τ j ∈ τ
12 :
if utest(τk,i ∪ τ j , τk,i ∪ τ j ) ≤ utest(αk , τk,i ∪ τ j )
13 :
τk,i = τk,i ∪ τ j ;
14 :
end if
15 :
end for each
16 : end for
17 : k ← k + 1;
18 : end while
End
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Figure 3. Fluctuation of execution time
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Figure 4. Pseudo task transformation
the axis task(line 12), τ j becomes the element of compound
τk,i (line 13). This process is similar to the First-Fit assignment. By repeating this process, it buids one co-scheduled
set(line 9∼16). Then, it moves the index to build the next
co-scheduled set(line 17).

Figure 2. Algorithm UL-FFDE
The average execution eﬃciency of co-scheduled set τ k is
denoted by Ē(τk ) and acquired by Equation (10).

τ j ∈τ C j

(10)
Ē(τk ) =  k
τ j ∈τ C̈ j

3.3 Task Scheduling and Its Analysis
In the case that utilizations of compounds in a coscheduled set are not equal, the execution times of some
tasks would fluctuate. Let us consider the case that the three
tasks τ1 = (10, 40, I 1), τ2 = (20, 120, I 2), τ3 = (10, 120, I 3) are
assigned to the same co-scheduled set. In this case, the execution time of a task might fluctuate as τ 1 in Figure 3. The
estimation method presented in Section 3.1 calculates the
statistic average value. Therefore, EET becomes C̈1 = 14 in
the above example. However, the execution time is 18 in
the first period of τ 1 and it is bigger than EET. It is obvious
that it causes missing the deadline if the actual execution
time is bigger than the estimation in several periods. In this
paper, we introduce the notion of peudo-task to overcome
this circumstance. The pseudo-task transformation assumes
that any task in a co-scheduled set has the same period as the
task which has a minimum period in the co-scheduled set.
Note that the execution of the pseudo-tasks is equal to that
of the original. For the previous example(Figure 3), when
the pseudo-task transformation is applied to all the task, τ 2
and τ3 come to have period 40. The original tasks τ 2 and τ3
are composed of its three pseudo-tasks respectively. Then
the schedule in Figure 3 is changed to that in Figure 4. In
this schedule, all the tasks can run without the fluctuation
of the execution time. When the pseudo-task transforma-

k

3.2 Co-Scheduled Set Establishment
In order to acquire the co-scheduled sets which maximize the execution eﬃciency, we need a complicated algorithm and its computation is NP-hard. Therefore we consider an algorithm that increases the execution eﬃciency
suﬃciently and does not require complicated calculation.
We propose U-Link First-Fit in Decreasing Eﬃciency
(UL-FFDE), which builds the co-scheduled sets so that the
average execution eﬃciency can be increased. The algorithm is described in Figure 2. It first chooses the task with
the largest utilization in the remaining tasks as the axis task
αk (= τk,1 )(line 6∼7). This chosen axis task is removed from
τ(line 8). Secondary it acquires normal tasks for the coscheduled set where the chosen axis task is assigned. For
each τ j , it simulates the case that τ j is assigned to compound τk,i and sorts tasks in τ to result in high execution
eﬃciency in the case(line 10). Then it conducts the following work in sequence from the head of the sorted task
 which is utilization of compound τ  includset. If U k,i
k,i
ing task τ j in SMT execution does not exceed utilization of
3

tion is applied to compound τ k,i , the compound comes to
have EET and a period expressed by Equation (11) and (12)
respectively.
=


Ck,i
×


T k,i

=

min{T k, j |τk, j ∈ τk }


T k,i

PID-INT
PID-FP
MEM1
MEM2

(11)
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Figure 5. Execution time of the PID/MEM tasks

The number of instructions using each functional unit
was counted in advance by disassembling as shown in Table
1. Here, ALU D and FPU D indicate the dividers. The
latency of each functional unit is: {ALU, ALU D, FPU, FPU
D, MAU, BU} = {1, 9, 3, 12, 30, 1}.

τk,i ∈α


max{U k,i
|i  a}

min{T k,i |i  a}

FPU
0
24
0
0

㪊㪌

Theorem 1. The task set satisfying Equation (13), (14) and
(15) is schedulable by UL-DRM.


Uk,i
≤ 1
(13)
≥
≤

ALU D
1
0
0
0

(12)

In the previous work [3], U-Link Earliest Deadline First
(UL-EDF) was proposed as a scheduling algorithm. This algorithm was renamed to UL-DEDF in the later work. In this
paper, we modified this algorithm so as to use Rate Monotonic (RM), so called U-Link Double Rate Monotonic (ULDRM), since we presume the harmonic task set. In addition, RM is relatively predictable and reasonable compared
to EDF. Here we give the following theorem for UL-DRM.
Due to the limitation of space, we do not show the algorithm
and the proof of the theorem here.


∀k, Uk,a

∀k, T k,a

ALU
39
15
27
49

㪤㪼㪸㫅㩷㪜㫏㪼㪺㫌㫋㫀㫆㫅㩷㪫㫀㫄㪼㩷㩿㫌㫊㪀

min{T k, j |τk, j ∈ τk }


Ck,i

Table 1. The number of instructions

(14)
(15)

4.1 Execution Time Evaluation
Figure 5 shows the average execution times of PID-INT,
PID-FP, MEM1 and MEM2 when the system load is 400%.
The average execution time of PID-INT was 20.11μs in ULDRM-FFDE, 23.89μs in UL-DRM-DUP, 23.99μs in RMFF and 26.21μs in RM-US. From this result, there is little diﬀerence among these algorithms, though UL-DRMFFDE slightly reduced the execution time compared to the
others. We consider that is because the ALUs which PIDINT mainly utilizes are also utilized by other tasks such as
PID-FP, MEM1 and MEM2. Namely there is little advancement to combine the compatible co-scheduled tasks to increase the execution eﬃciency. In addition, since the processor has four ALUs, the threads hardly compete for the
ALUs. The average execution time of PID-FP was 23.31μs
in UL-DRM-FFDE while that was 29.80μs in UL-DRMDUP, 29.61μs in RM-FF and 30.93μs in RM-US. It means
that UL-DRM-FFDE made use of FPUs more eﬃciently
than the other algorithms. Since the processor has only two
FPUs, resource competition for the FPUs occurs more often than the case of the ALUs. As for MEM1 and MEM2,
UL-DRM-FFDE dramatically reduced the execution time
up to 70.1μs ∼ 166.10μs over the other algorithms, which
means UL-DRM-FFDE increased the execution eﬃciency
about 20% ∼ 30%. The eﬀectiveness of UL-DRM-FFDE
was quite larger than the case of PID-INT and PID-FP. We
consider that is because the latency of memory access is
larger than other functions, hence the execution time that

The co-scheduled sets built by UL-FFDE meets the
Equation (13) and (14). Equation (15) can be satisfied by
the pseudo-task transformation.

4 Experiments
In this section, we evaluate the advancement of ULDRM with UL-FFDE (UL-DRM-FFDE) by comparing to
UL-DRM with RR-DUP (UL-DRM-DUP), RM-FF [2] and
RM-US [1] in the point of the execution eﬃciency, deadline miss ratio and task rejection ratio. Since there is no
method to estimate the execution time for RM-FF and RMUS in SMT execution, we apply EET acquired by ULDRM-FFDE for them as well.
We made use of the same SMT processor and sample
tasks (PID-INT, PID-FP and MEM) as the previous work
[3]. We prepared two types of MEM, MEM1 and MEM2,
where the computation amount of MEM2 is larger than that
of MEM1. The periods of PID-INT and PID-FP are chosen from {100μs, 200μs, 400μs}. Meanwhile the periods of
MEM1 and MEM2 are chosen from {2ms, 4ms, 8ms}. The
execution time in single-threading execution were measured
by the pre-experiments; PID-INT was 7.87μs, PID-FP was
8.46μs, MEM1 was 89.77μs and MEM2 was 180.12μs.
Therefore we set 10μs to PID-INT and PID-FP, 100μs to
MEM1 and 200μs to MEM2 as EET.
4
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Figure 6. Deadline miss ratio
(without schedulability test)
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Figure 8. Task rejection ratio
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UL-DRM-FFDE could reduce was also larger.

5 Conclusion

4.2 Real-Time Processing Evaluation

This paper described the extension of U-Link Scheduling. We defined the execution eﬃciency and described how
to estimate the execution time for SMT real-time systems.
Then we proposed UL-FFDE algorithm that establishes the
co-scheduled sets where the execution eﬃciency can be increased. Finally we provided the schedulability analysis of
UL-DRM that is the algorithm where RM is combined with
the extended U-Link Scheduling.
In the experiments, we showed that UL-DRM with ULFFDE, i.e. UL-DRM-FFDE, increased the execution eﬃciency about 4% ∼ 30%. As a result, UL-DRM-FFDE succeeded in scheduling about 6% ∼ 35% more tasks than the
other algorithms without missing the deadline.

As shown in Figure 6, UL-DRM-FFDE scheduled the
tasks without missing the deadline till system load 220%
while the deadline miss ratio was 4.31% in UL-DRM-DUP,
5.39% in RM-FF and 4.80% in RM-US. Since UL-DRMFFDE concerns the compatibility among the co-scheduled
tasks, the execution times of the tasks were reduced as we
discussed in Section 4.1 and, as a result, it succeeded in
scheduling more tasks than the other algorithms without
missing the deadline.
Figure 7 depicts the deadline miss ratio with the schedulability tests. Both UL-DRM-FFDE and UL-DRM-DUP
test Equation (13) and (14). Note that UL-DRM-FFDE
does not need to test Equation (15) due to the pseudo-task
transformation. In this experiment, no deadline miss was
observed in UL-DRM-FFDE and RM-US, which means
the schedulability test of these algorithms were suﬃcient
enough to meet the deadline. Meanwhile some deadline
misses were observed in UL-DRM-DUP and RM-FF. Since
UL-DRM-DUP estimates WCET at runtime, some tasks
missed the deadline before WCET was estimated. In addition, UL-DRM-DUP does not conduct the pseudo-task
transformation. Therefore some tasks missed the deadline
when the actual execution time was larger than estimation.
The deadline miss ratio went up to 4.54% in the end. The
deadline miss ratio of RM-FF was the largest and was constantly about 13.90% after there was no LP to be assigned.
As we explained, it turned out that UL-DRM-FFDE and
RM-US can guarantee the tasks to meet the deadline using
EET described in Section 3.1. However, as shown in Figure
8, the rejection ratio of RM-US was the largest. RM-US, in
other words, avoided missing the deadline instead rejected
many tasks instead because its schedulability test is quite
strict. Meanwhile UL-DRM-FFDE accepted the most tasks
in any system load. It accepted the tasks 5.81% over ULDRM-DUP, 9.89% over RM-FF and 33.78% over RM-US.
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